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At Black Sun we

Spark Positive Change













 

Black Sun is a global stakeholder engagement and communications agency

We help visionary companies inspire trust and build positive stakeholder relations by defining and communicating their purpose, strategy, culture and performance.

As part of the global Positive Change Group - we believe that brands and businesses can have a big impact on our society, shaping more ethical practices, building more inclusive communities and delivering more sustainable performance.

Our specialist team of consultants share this ambition and are on a mission to help businesses drive positive change by integrating strategy, analytics, technology and creative storytelling in a way that no others can.

Ultimately, we help them to spark positive change in the world.
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Stakeholder reporting

No longer is it enough to talk the talk, now companies are having to prove the value they are delivering. To evidence their long term contribution and the performance against the commitments made.

Our expertise is in a deep understanding of best practice reporting across all engagement channels. We bring to life how companies are making a difference and delivering on their long term commitments.

Reporting







Sustainability communications

Operating as a responsible business with long term sustainability is now top of the corporate agenda. With the enormity of the COVID challenge, climate change, societal equality and diversity, every organisation must demonstrate its commitment to a fairer and more equal society.

We help businesses articulate and communicate how they operate responsibly, and bring to life their sustainability story.



Sustainability







Digital transformation

Digital continues to transform how businesses operate and how we communicate, and is increasingly the most critical channel for reaching, engaging and influencing stakeholders.

We help businesses harness the power of digital and transform how their stakeholders experience their corporate story.
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The Digital Index





Read more
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We work with some amazing clients

We help clients from around the globe be more valued by their stakeholders.
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Twitter



LinkedIn
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Blog








Join Us



Looking for a rewarding career?

Send your CV








Contact Us



Contact our Head of Business Development

Naomi Hawkins

Tel:+44(0)20 7736 0011

 

Registered Office    



Black Sun Ltd

Fulham Palace

Bishops Avenue

London SW6 6EA
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